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ABSTRACT
Africa is burdened with food shortages and plant, animal
and human diseases. Some of these can be ameliorated by
adopting genome editing technologies such as CRISPR. This
technology is considered better than its predecessors, Zinc-
finger nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription activator-like effec-
tor nucleases (TALENs), because it is cheaper, easy to use,
has high gene modification efficiency and is less time con-
suming. CRISPR technology has wide applications in the
African context ranging from crop and animal improvement
to disease diagnosis and treatment as well as improving
food shelf life, organoleptic properties and food safety. It
has the potential to bring back species of organisms that are
extinct. However, some African countries have not taken
advantage of the potential of CRISPR to solve many of
their problems. This paper explores possible applications
of CRISPR towards improvement of African livelihoods.
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Introduction

Like many other continents, Africa is burdened with problems that can be
ameliorated using current available technologies. These include food
shortages and malnutrition which are caused by drought, non-mechanised
farming, plant diseases and pests, low yielding varieties and shortages of
seeds. They can be overcome by expanded input use that embodies use of
improved technologies that include high-yielding and disease-resistant
varieties (Sheahan & Barrett, 2017).

Africa’s agriculture constitutes a huge portion of the world’s agriculture
and is heavily dependent on pesticides and herbicides for pests and weeds
control. This is because weeds and pests are a significant problem in
African agriculture (Odhiambo, Norton, Ashilenje, Omondi, & Norton,
2015). However, pesticides and herbicides have been linked to cancers such
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as non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) and B cell lymphoma. Additionally,
herbicide and pesticide resistance is becoming widespread causing difficul-
ties in controlling of pests and weeds (Kraehmer, Laber, Rosinger, &
Schulz, 2014). This is compounded by the reduction in the rate of devel-
opment of new molecules for use as herbicides or pesticides. Some herbi-
cides and pesticides and or their metabolites are persistent in the
environment endangering human and aquatic health. An example is atra-
zine which is widely used in Africa as a herbicide. The chemical is
persistent in the environment and has been reported to contaminate
groundwater (Jablonowski, Schäffer, & Burauel, 2011). Some agricultural
workers are being exposed to toxic herbicides and pesticides under poor
health and safety conditions in the informal and formal sectors. This can
be due to poor product knowledge. Thus, they can develop respiratory
lung and kidney problems due to exposure to these chemicals (Dalvie et al.,
1999; Ngowi, Mbise, Ijani, London, & Ajayi, 2007). However, conventional
breeding technologies currently in use in some African countries might be
insufficient to carter for the effects of climate change and weather varia-
bility as well as new pests and diseases that are witnessed. Thus, adoption
of technologies such as CRISPR is needed that can help reduce the use of
pesticides, herbicides and the effects of climate change on agriculture,
thereby reducing the incidences of the aforesaid occurrences (Pretty &
Bharucha, 2015; Schinasi & Leon, 2014).

Livestock in some African countries is characterised by low productivity
that emanates from low reproductive rates and slow growth rates. Thus,
affected farmers cannot fully benefit from the growing demand for meat
and its products arising from their increasing consumption patterns in
developing countries (Robinson et al., 2014). Thus, food security and
nutrition in African countries can be aided by increases in productivity
(Robinson et al., 2011).

Africa is burdened by diseases such as malaria, HIV/AIDS and Ebola.
These are claiming millions of lives depleting the youthful workforce in
Africa. Africa is depending largely on donor funds to control these diseases
while it is doing little on its own to develop cures for them (Murray et al.,
2014). Thus, setting an agenda for eliminating these diseases is needed.
The agenda should include development and use of effective treatment
solutions (Maharaj et al., 2012).

Diet-related illnesses in African countries such as Ghana and Tunisia are
widespread with overweight people reported to be outnumbering the
hungry. This can be due to multiple factors such as high intakes of
saturated fat, inadequate intakes of vegetables, excess consumption of
energy and fat (obesity), sodium (high blood pressure), saturated and
trans fats (heart disease) and refined sugars (diabetes and dental problems)
and a sedentary lifestyle. Nutritional deficiencies of nutrients such as
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vitamin D and omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids also cause diet-related
illnesses (Pretty, 2008). Some of these diseases result in single-organ or
multiple-organ failure ranging from kidney to heart failure. People who
develop organ failure risk dying in the absence or shortage of donated
organs and dialysis machines in the case of kidney failure (Camporesi &
Cavaliere, 2016). Though seemingly unethical to some, there are technol-
ogies that can be used to develop humanised animal models for organ
transplant from chimeric blastocysts. Human transplant organs can then
be harvested from the chimeric blastocysts. Technologies such as CRISPR
can be used to diagnose, type, study and remedy these conditions thereby
curing such diseases and advancing medicine (Lo & Qi, 2017).

CRISPR genetically edited organisms do not have transgenic footprints.
This is because it delivers preassembled Cas9-sgRNA ribonucleoproteins
or by transient expression of in vitro transcripts of the Cas9 coding
sequence and sgRNA. Thus, it may not be regulated by the current
biosafety regulations in some African countries.

Despite CRISPR technology’s benefits and seemingly limitless applica-
tions ranging from curing of genetic diseases to bringing back species of
organisms that are extinct, there has not been any use of the system in
many African countries. Some African countries have not approved use,
cultivation and or production of genetically modified organisms. This
paper therefore explores areas for potential application of the CRISPR
technology in Africa.

Challenges that can be addressed by CRISPR in Africa

The relevance of CRISPR-Cas9 technology in crop improvement

Key issues and challenges
Crop improvement is the key to ensuring food security and good nutrition
worldwide. This is particularly true given that the population, mostly in
developing countries, is expected to double in the next 10 years (United
Nations, 2015). Moreover, the effects of climate change and weather
variability, new pests and diseases are challenging farmers, particularly in
developing countries where there is limited capacity to cope, predisposing
many populations to hunger and malnutrition. To date, crop improvement
through conventional procedures has addressed some of the cropping
challenges that farmers face. Though effective, conventional breeding
approaches take longer to produce new and improved varieties, and this
creates a vacuum in the event of any adversity (Barakate & Stephens, 2016;
Jones, 2016). Moreover, there is no guarantee that the final product will
possess the desired characteristics given that hybridisation leads to a major
uncontrollable genetic shakeup. Other genotypes used in hybridisation
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may also co-transfer undesirable genes through linkage drag. Crop
improvement for polygenic traits/quantitative traits (QTLs) such as yield
and drought resistance has been slow and largely unsuccessful compared to
breeding for qualitative traits.

Current research and progress
The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been successfully used to genetically modify
sorghum, wheat, maize, sweet orange, tomato, potato, duckweed, liverwort
Marchantia polymorpha L., barley and Brassica oleracea, soybean, melon
and poplar. The CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used to confer multiple
pathogen resistance simultaneously. An example is the production of
tobacco and Arabidopsis resistant to Beet severe curly top virus, bean
yellow dwarf virus and the tomato yellow leaf curl virus (Cao, Wang, Le,
& Giang, 2016). In principle, CRISPR-based gene drive systems can be
used to prevent spread of diseases by reversing pesticide and herbicide
resistance in weeds and insects (Esvelt, Smidler, Catteruccia, & Church,
2014). CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used to engineer completely new
metabolic pathways resulting in increased nitrogen fixation by engineered
plants (reducing dependence on fertilisers), improved nutrition values,
enhanced photosynthetic capacity and production of plants that can be
efficiently utilised in biofuel production (Lau, Fischbach, Osbourn, &
Sattely, 2014).

Of great importance in Africa are host-resistant varieties (Nekrasov
et al., 2017; Malnoy et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016)
that reduce the need for pesticide application by farmers who already find
it challenging to use chemicals in the production of their crops. The
CRISPR/Cas9 system also enhances the understanding of gene functions
in plants (Ma et al., 2015). This facilitates the manipulation of wild
relatives of cultivated crops and management of weeds including parasitic
weeds such as Striga species and invasive insects such as Tuta absoluta.
While CRISPR/Cas9 off-targets have either been minimal or not detected
in some of the published work (Malnoy et al., 2016; Nekrasov et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2016), a recent publication reports that the
non-detection of off-targets in published work is possibly a result of
methodology (Schaefer et al., 2017). This does not downplay the potential
of CRISPR technology but rather calls for scientists to evaluate off-targets
by checking the whole genome and not the targeted portion of the genome
only.

Future perspectives
For plant breeders to keep ahead of the highlighted challenges, there is a
need for a paradigm shift in the way crop improvement is done. Gene
editing through the use of CRISPR/Cas9 promises to open newer
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opportunities in crop improvement through precise and pre-determined
DNA modifications (Collonnier et al., 2016; Jones, 2016). Current crop
improvement practices rely greatly on genetic resources with traits of
interest and sexual compatibility which facilitates hybridisation. Plant
breeders screen thousands of genetic resources in search of a single desir-
able gene. Using genome editing, undesirable alleles such as susceptibility
to pests or diseases can be altered to a desirable one within a single
genotype without the need for hybridisation. Accordingly, genome editing
using the CRISPR/Cas9 system does not alter the rest of the genome
thereby guaranteeing the genetic integrity of the final product. Through
the use of several sgRNAs, it is possible to edit several genes simulta-
neously which has been a challenge in both conventional and genetic
engineering. Tandem genes can be edited ensuring that they remain intact
and not separated by crossing over. Such molecular stacking of genes can
be used to produce elite genotypes that can significantly reduce the size of
germplasm collections that plant breeders screen for desirable genes
(Collonnier et al., 2016).

In areas where several pathotypes for diseases exist, it is necessary to
pyramid all the available resistance genes into single genotypes to have
broad spectrum resistance. Conventional breeding requires the availabil-
ity of the respective pathotypes and several cycles of hybridisation and
evaluation of genotypes against all the disease isolates. The resistance
breeding process can be expedited by integrating several genes at once
using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology. In QTLs, genes explaining the great-
est variance can be edited using several sgRNAs through multiplexing
resulting in efficient crop improvement for those difficult to breed for
traits. Gene knockouts are also possible using CRISPR/Cas9 mediated
gene editing. This has a potential benefit especially in instances where
crop genotypes are desirable but are deficient in one or a few characters
(Bortesi & Fischer, 2015). CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene editing can also
be applied against insects and weeds to reverse resistance against pre-
valent pesticides and chemicals (Cao et al., 2016). Knockout of mutants
is also important in reverse genetics when inferring gene function
particularly in model plants (Tierney & Lamour, 2005). Targeted inser-
tions can also facilitate the integration of genomic segments that are not
within the gene pool of the crop. Unlike some genetic engineering
techniques, in CRISPR/Cas9, the integration site can be pre-determined
and does not interfere with other genetic segments. The specificity and
avoidance of screenable markers needed to confirm modification implies
that the CRISPR/Cas9 technology is less likely to have regulatory issues
that are currently affecting genetically engineered crops. This is particu-
larly the case in countries whose regulatory frameworks depend on the
end product and not on the process.
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Overall, CRISPR technology is relatively cheap technology capable of
improving food and nutrition security for resources poor farmers.
Furthermore, DuPont Pioneer and CIMMYT are currently collaborating
on research aimed at controlling Maize Lethal Necrosis (MLN) disease
(CIMMYT, 2016). This is a devastating disease which has been recorded in
several East African countries caused by two synergistic viruses maize
chlorotic stunt virus and sugar cane virus (Mahuku et al., 2015). Given
its complexity and multiple hosts, MLN virus disease is difficult to breed
for using conventional tools, and hence, CRISPR is a technique of choice.
The technique will seek to convert farmer-preferred MLN-susceptible
varieties to MLN resistant without losing their desirable attributes. This
will expedite the process of releasing varieties compared to conventional
approaches.

The relevance of CRISPR technology in genetic improvement of livestock

Key issues and challenges
Sub-Saharan Africa has one of the largest livestock densities in the world,
particularly goats, chickens and cattle as indicated (Food Aid Organisation,
2014). In spite of the high numbers of livestock in various African coun-
tries the off take rates, the percentage of animals slaughtered in a given
year is low. Rural areas have the majority of livestock, but they also have
the lowest off take rates ranging from 2 to 5%. The low off take rates can be
attributed in part to low productivity emanating from low reproductive
rates and slow growth rates. Against this background, the consumption of
animal products has been increasing in developing countries, and per
capita consumption of animal source food is projected to continue rising
(Robinson et al., 2014). Increasing animal productivity in line with the
anticipated demand will result in economic benefits for the developing
countries, improved food security and nutrition (Robinson et al., 2011).

The CRISPR/Cas9 system presents a tremendous opportunity to
enhance animal productivity in Africa through genetic improvement.
The technology is likely to be embraced by breeders, government agents
and development partners due to its relative simplicity, accuracy and cost
effectiveness compared to previous approaches. Furthermore, the continu-
ing dwindling costs of whole genome sequencing will make it easier to
adapt the technology as its use depends on the knowledge of the genomes
of livestock. The initial human genome project is estimated to have cost US
$3 billion; however, due to advances in technology, the cost of obtaining
high-quality whole human genome sequence had tumbled to US$1,500 by
late 2015 (NHGRI, 2016). Similarly, the initial bovine genome project cost
US$53 million, but the cost of whole bovine genome sequencing is now
significantly low. Improvements in computational approaches used in
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genome annotation also support the adoption of the CRISPR/Cas9 system
in genetic improvement of livestock.

Current research and progress
Significant progress has been made in coming up with genetically engi-
neered animals using the CRISPR technology. CRISPR has been success-
fully used to genetically modify various organisms that include insects, fish,
rabbits, pigs, mice, monkeys and human cells (Cao et al., 2016). Whitworth
et al. (2014) employed the CRISPR/Cas9 system to produce genetically
engineered pigs. The researchers successfully induced mutations in the
cluster of differentiation 163 (CD163) gene associated with a number of
inflammatory diseases. Two approaches were successfully used: the first
targeted CD163 in somatic cells and offspring were subsequently produced
from mutated cells through somatic cell nuclear transfer. The other
approach involved injecting CRISPR/Cas9 targeting CD163 in zygotes
resulting in mutated piglets. However, the researchers highlighted the
need to optimise the concentration of CRISPR/Cas9 introduced in zygotes
to increase survival rate of embryos and improve efficiency of the process.
Honda et al. (2015) successfully modified the tyrosinase gene allele in
rabbits. The researchers used pronuclear injection of humanised Cas9
and single-guide RNA in zygotes. The genetically modified rabbits that
came up successfully reproduced, and the offspring carried the manipu-
lated allele and phenotype. It is noteworthy that 3% of the rabbits had the
targeted allele indicating the need to improve efficiency.

Future perspective
One of the potential applications of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in livestock
genetic improvement in Africa is in the introduction of known major
genes with positive effects on traits of economic importance. An example
is the potential use of the technology to swap normal segments of the
bovine myostatin gene with segments with known loss of function mutants
that induce muscle hypertrophy. The advantage of swapping with known
mutations such as those described by Grobet et al. (1997) is that mutations
that are known to not cause many medicinal problems can be used.
Alternatively, CRISPR/Cas9 system can be used to knock out the myostatin
gene and yield the same results in view of the fact that the gene inhibits
myogenesis. Apart from growth, the technology can be used to improve
carcass traits in bovines through integrating polymorphisms that positively
affect carcass quality such as those found in stearoyl-coenzyme A desatur-
ase (Jomane, Ishida, Tokunaga, & Morita, 2016). The CRISPR/Cas9 system
is likely to revolutionise animal production in Africa through upgrading
less productive breeds using DNA from more productive breeds to
enhance reproduction. This can involve the identification of genes
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associated with very high rates of twin kidding observed in boar goats and
subsequently introducing them in goat breeds that are less prolific. This
approach will go a long way in increasing the low off take rates that
characterise the livestock sector.

CRISPR in food biotechnology

Key issues and challenges
Predatory bacteriophages affect preservation efficiency resulting in loss of
quality in dairy fermentations. Traditional control methods for the phages
include stem sterilisation of equipment, rotation of starter cultures and
growth in the presence of chelators (Horvath & Barrangou, 2012). The
phages’ high rates of mutation spur the need for multiple resistance
mechanisms and hence control strategies to counter the phages’ adaption
to the host. CRISPR technology can be used to confer broad or desired
resistance to phages vaccination. This is because resistance is sequence
specific, and conserved regions of the phages can be used to confer
resistance by employing CRISPR technology. Thus, a single spacer can be
used to confer resistance to many phages where the phage genomes share
similar conserved regions. To counter the CRISPR-mediated mechanism,
the target sequence of the phage must mutate. This can be detrimental to
the phage machinery, and hence it ensures some success of the CRISPR
system (Paez-Espino et al., 2015).

Current research and progress
The CRISPR system has been successfully used to counter antibiotic
resistance which is now widespread in the medical field. The system targets
antibiotic resistance genes which are encoded genomically by bacterio-
phages, transposable elements and plasmids. Similarly, spontaneous muta-
tions are also targeted using CRISPR technology. Also, application of
CRISPR base typing has been used in the identification of food spoilage
organisms. It has been applied in spoilage organisms such as Lactobacillus
buchneri, starter cultures such as Salmonella thermophilus, probiotics such
as Lactobacillus casei and food borne pathogens such as Escherichia coli
and Salmonella (Selle & Barrangou, 2015). The common white button
mushroom (Agaricus bisporus) genetically edited to resist browning using
the CRISPR/Cas9 system was the first CRISPR-edited organism that
received cultivation and marketing approval without any further oversight
of US regulations (Cao et al., 2016).

Future perspectives
Contaminating bacteria can find access to food during slaughtering, milk-
ing, fermentation, processing, packaging and storage of food items. This
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can result in several food borne diseases caused by pathogens such as
Salmonella, Campylobacter, Escherichia Coli, Listeria and others, having a
great impact on public health (Dupont, 2007). It is therefore important to
control these pathogens in processing facilities and in food products. This
is fundamental to protecting the food supply from proliferation of food
borne diseases. In future, for food safety operations, self-targeting CRISPR/
Cas9 systems can therefore be used to effectively reduce pathogenic
microbe populations in a sequence-specific manner at the same time
preserving and sparing the native beneficial micro-organisms present in
foods. CRISPR-based microbiome engineering will optimally manage the
microbial composition of food stuffs (Selle & Barrangou, 2015).

CRISPR and human diseases

Key issues and challenges
Communicable diseases (CDs) account for two thirds of the total disease
burden in Africa (WHO, 2016) and pose major threats to human health. In
Sub-Saharan Africa, key populations account for more than 20% of new
HIV infections. HIV/AIDS prevalence among these populations is often
extremely high (United Nations AIDS, 2016). High rates of HIV-related
sickness and premature adult deaths have dire consequences. They com-
promise household stability and investment in children, stress extended
family and broader social networks and diminish labour supply and
productivity thus acting as a poverty trigger and compromising food
security. Consequently, the high HIV/AIDS burden has compromised the
achievement of key Sustainable Development Goals in Africa. It also has
had a negative effect on total gross domestic product (GDP) in some
affected countries. Malaria is a major public health problem in Sub-
Saharan Africa and is responsible for over half a million deaths annually,
especially in children under the age of 5 years (World Health Organisation
Regional Office for Africa, 2014). Four major species of the protozoan
parasite, Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium malariae
and Plasmodium ovale cause human malaria in Sub-Saharan Africa. In
malaria-endemic countries, there is an overlap in the geographic distribu-
tion of the different Plasmodium species and the Anopheles mosquito
vectors that transmit these parasites. The exposed individuals may be
infected by and harbour multiple Plasmodium species (Kasehagen,
Kazwa, Mehlotra, & Zimmerman, 2004). The treatment of malaria is a
huge task because it is difficult to determine the particular species respon-
sible for the outbreak in order to accord it proper treatment.

Non communicable diseases (NCDs) such as cardiovascular diseases,
cancers, diabetes and chronic respiratory diseases are now the leading
cause of death in most regions of the world. Africa, which is home to 54
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developing countries, is expected to have the world’s largest increase in
NCD deaths over the next decade. In most countries in North Africa,
NCDs are already responsible for more than three-quarters of all deaths
(World Health Organisation Regional Office for Africa, 2014). Nearly half
of the population in this region already suffers from diabetes, which is
associated with high blood pressure resulting in heart attacks and strokes.
Unless urgent action is taken, the growing NCD epidemic will add tre-
mendous pressure to already overstretched health systems and pose a
major challenge to development in Africa. The advent of CRISPR technol-
ogy can go a long way in improving the livelihoods of Africans by
improving the prevention, control, treatment and mitigation measures.
Embracing CRISPR Cas9 technology could help solve some of these
problems associated with CDs and NCDs.

Current research and progress
HIV/AIDS. At present, combined antiretroviral therapy (cART) is widely
used to suppress active HIV-1 replication. However, a permanent cure is
still lacking due to the existence of latent reservoirs, in which HIV proviral
DNA integrates into the host genome. Upon cART cessation, the HIV viral
load rebounds to cause a catastrophic resurgence of HIV/AIDS (Anderson
et al., 2014). Hence, several promising and novel strategies are being
developed to achieve a permanent or clean cure for HIV/AIDS. The
versatile CRISP Cas9/single-guide RNA (sgRNA) technology is one strat-
egy that can be employed to get rid of the integrated proviral DNA in
HIV-1 latent reservoirs and prevent HIV-1 re-infection (Yin et al., 2016).
In vivo excision of HIV-1 proviral DNA by sgRNAs/saCas9 in solid tissues/
organs can be achieved via all-in-one Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV)
delivery. AAVs have high overall safety, mild immune response, long-
term transgene expression and high-infection efficiency. Thus, they are
being used in clinical trials. The feasibility and efficiency of excising the
HIV-1 provirus in three different animal models (engineered to incorpo-
rate specific HIV genes into nearly every cell in their body, from the brain,
heart, liver, kidney lungs and spleen to their blood cells) shows very high
success rate of excision (Dai et al., 2017). This spells high chances of
improvement in the treatment and cure of HIV/AIDS and other related
human diseases using CRISPR.

Malaria. For decades, researchers have explored the idea of genetically
modifying the vectors, the mosquitoes, to prevent the spread of diseases
such as dengue or malaria through sterility genes. Use of CRISPR technol-
ogy for the control of the insect vector of human malaria requires devel-
opment of an endonuclease-based gene drive system that interferes with
the ability of A. gambiae mosquitoes to transmit the disease (Catteruccia,
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Church, Esvelt, & Smidler, 2014). This could be achieved either by block-
ing parasite development or by reducing the reproductive capability of the
insect vector.

The gene drive systems that promote Mendelian inheritance of a trans-
gene have the potential to modify insect populations over a time frame of a
few years. The genes AGAP005958, AGAP011377 and AGAP007280 in
Anopheles gambiae confer a recessive female-sterility phenotype upon
disruption and when inserted into each locus. CRISPR/Cas9 gene drive
constructs can therefore be designed to target and edit each gene. At each
targeted locus, a strong gene drive at the molecular level can have trans-
mission rates to progeny of between 91.4% and 99.6% (Baker et al., 2016).
Population modelling and cage experiments indicate that a CRISPR/Cas9
construct targeting one of these loci, AGAP007280, can meet the minimum
requirement for a gene drive targeting female reproduction in an insect
population. Thus, the CRISPR-Cas9 technology could expedite the devel-
opment of gene drives to suppress mosquito populations to levels that do
not support malaria transmission by A. Gambiae. Additionally, the
CRISPR/Cas9 technology can be used to target the actual parasite,
Plasmodium falciparum, thus disrupting chromosomal loci and generating
free, single nucleotide substitutions with high efficiency (Denholm, Short,
Smith, & Spelman, 2011). Additionally, the CRISPR/Cas9 system can be
used to edit the genomes of the parasites making them more susceptible to
death from chemicals they had developed resistance to (Ghorbal et al.,
2014).

Diabetes. Thioredoxin-interacting protein (TXNIP) is associated with glu-
cose-induced deterioration of pancreatic beta cell function in diabetes.
Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) play a crucial role in the regulation of
the TXNIP gene that, in cases of high blood sugar levels, leads to beta cell
death and reduced insulin production (Andersson et al., 2016). The gene
activity of HAT enzymes is twice higher in diabetic cells than in the
healthy cells. Using CRISPR/Cas9, a sequence in the genetic code that
controls the function of the HAT enzyme in insulin producing cells can be
removed. This will result in reduced TXNIP gene activity thereby reducing
cell beta death and increasing insulin production.

Cancer. At present, the most common types of cancer treatment include
surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, hormonal therapy, targeted
therapy as well as combinations of two or more types of the above
therapies. However, the rapidly changing field of genome engineering
and gene therapy promises a number of new and novel potential strategies
for treatment of cancer. Cancer is characterised by multiple genetic and
epigenetic alterations in oncogenes and tumour-suppressor genes. Decades
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of research and the development of genome-engineering technologies have
made it possible to precisely delete, or otherwise modify, specific DNA
sequences in the genomes of cells in culture or of animal models to explore
the role of genes implicated in cancer initiation, progression and thera-
peutic response. Oncogenes are typically activated via gain-of-function
mutations, whereas tumour-suppressor genes are usually inactivated via
loss-of-function mutations.

In prostate cancer, a flexible aptamer-liposome-CRISPR/Cas9 chimera
can be designed to combine efficient delivery and increased flexibility. The
chimera can incorporate an RNA aptamer that specifically binds prostate
cancer cells expressing the prostate-specific membrane antigen as a ligand.
Cationic liposomes are then linked to aptamers by the post-insertion
method and used to deliver therapeutic CRISPR/Cas9 that target the
survival gene, polo-like kinase 1, in tumour cells. The aptamer-liposome-
CRISPR/Cas9 chimeras can have a significant cell-type binding specificity
and a remarkable gene silencing effect (Li, Narita, Takahashi, Yang, &
Zhen, 2017). Silencing can promote a noticeable regression of prostate
cancer.

Cervical cancer is a leading cause of mortality among females in devel-
oping countries of Africa. According to several epidemiological and bio-
logical studies, human papilloma viruses (HPV) infection is the dominant
etiological event in cervical cancer development. The oncogenic function
of HPVs has been primarily attributed to E6 and E7 oncoproteins, which
are essential for malignant transformation and pivotal for maintenance of
the malignant phenotype of cervical cancer (Baldwin et al., 2004). They are
selectively expressed in HPV-related cancer cells to inactivate tumour
suppressor proteins such as p53 and pRb, leading to cell cycle disorder,
telomerase activation and cell immortalisation. E6 induces degradation of
p53 thus enhancing tumourigenesis, while E7 deregulates the host cell cycle
by preventing G1 arrest in response to a variety of anti proliferative signals,
such as growth factor withdrawal, loss of cell adhesion and DNA damage.
Because of the strong relationship between the expression of this group of
HPV oncogenes and cervical cancer carcinogenesis, development of novel
approaches directed against these oncogenes provides a novel block ther-
apy for cervical cancer (Hua et al., 2014). Achievement of specific and
selective CRISPR/Cas9 to abrogate E6 and E7 function is a rational ther-
apeutic approach for treating HPV-positive cervical cancers.

Future perspectives
Embracing CRISPR technology can go a long way towards reducing the
communicable and non-communicable disease burden for Africa which
have resulted in massive losses of life as well as exacerbating poverty. Using
CRISPR technology, the possibility of making minimal cells (devoid of
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non-essential components and capable of division) similar to bacterial
ghosts which can be exploited as factories for novel biological systems or
as vaccines exists (Noman, Aqeel, & He, 2016). CRISPR-Cas9 technology
may be useful in the design of new treatments directed against virally
induced malignancies as well as other life-threatening diseases induced by
viruses such as Ebola and HIV.

CRISPR array genotyping has applications in identification and typing
of bacteria at the strain level where it has benefits of being affordable
and having a high resolution. Bacterial and archaea strains can also be
differentiated by the presence or absence of CRISPR arrays thereby
improving disease diagnosis (Horvath & Barrangou, 2012; Shariat
et al., 2013). CRISPR-Cas systems can be heterologously introduced
into organisms that lack endogenous CRISPR-Cas systems. This vacci-
nates the recipients against uptake of undesirable genetic content
(Sapranauskas et al., 2011). However, in order to use the CRISPR
systems efficiently for gene therapy, there is need to ensure immune
stealth so as to minimise dosage and allow re-administration of protein
or nucleic acid therapeutics. Future utilisation of alternative CRISPR-
based systems will enable flexibility in choosing a system that is more
appropriate for targeting the genes of choice.

Safety and ethical concerns

This clean gene technology has a lot of opportunities for use in Africa due
to its adaptable nature, simplicity and relatively low costs (Bortesi &
Fischer, 2015). The traits discussed are not exhaustive. It is now up to
the people of Africa to apply it appropriately to maximise their genetic
gains. The success of the CRISPR technology depends on development of
regeneration protocols and the ability of researchers to lobby for the
adaptation of the products of this technology. However, many African
countries have not embraced GM and as such will treat this new technol-
ogy with caution and scepticism despite major fundamental differences it
has with earlier genome editing techniques. These include the fact that
CRIPSR products cannot be classified as GM because CRISPR does not
require insertion of foreign DNA into the genome of the targeted genome
using a virus or bacterial plasmid vector systems. Thus, the CRISPR-edited
organisms in sensu stricto are not GM since there is no insertion of foreign
DNA (Resnik, 2009). This calls for awareness campaigns and dialogue with
policy makers to ensure that regulations of the CRISPR technology are
from an informed perspective

Most concerns associated with use of CRISPR stem from the bioconser-
vative theory known as ‘disruption of natural order’. This theory dis-
courages ‘tampering’ or ‘meddling’ with nature regardless of the
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consequences or intentions (Kass, 2004). To this end, there are many
ethical and safety concerns associated with CRISPR.

Safety concerns associated with use of gene drives in control of diseases
such as malaria, dengue fever and the Zika virus and chikungunya fever are
mainly the unpredictable consequences of the products on the ecosystem.
These can be controlled using reverse engineering system built in the
engineered species to provide an ‘intrinsic safeguard’ if the drive system
does not to perform as desired. Additionally, gene drives can be confined
to local populations using methods such as ‘daisy gene-drive systems’.
These can eliminate all copies of the unwanted global drive system using
either local immunising reversal or population suppression before they
disappear themselves (Camporesi & Cavaliere, 2016). However, there is
need to control use of CRISPR and other genetic modification technologies
as they can be equally used for developing and releasing disease-carrier
organisms.

Researchers have called for prudence in the use of CRISPR in germline
editing with specific calls not to edit the human genome (Baltimore et al.,
2015). This is because CRISPR can be applied in embryo research which
can be considered unethical in some countries. This poses the risk of
creation of human–animal chimeras or animal–animal chimeras.
However, some scholars believe that the utility of CRISPR should be
used to justify its use and research on it with the aim of serving humanity
(Camporesi & Cavaliere, 2016).
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